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He is considered to be very handsome by the public. He wears a white jacket over his gray shirt with a green
circle necklace and black trousers. During the battle against the Deep Sea King , he was sporting a shorter
hairstyle with his hair parted to the left. He is seen with longer hair when he addresses the Hero Association
official and in his most recent appearance, he is again shown with his short hair. There is no mercy in his
heart. A strong hatred for everything evil, eager to eliminate them all. He appears to be quite popular and has
quite a charismatic way of talking. He also genuinely cares for the well-being of the citizens around him and
actually wishes happiness upon every living thing in the universe. He is shown to have a burning hatred for
anything that he sees as evil. Anything that he declares as evil must be swiftly and thoroughly exterminated.
He notes that only promotions to S-Class or A-Class are fit for his attention, as they are the heroes who draw
the most attention from the public, and hence, any heroes in those ranks who earn themselves negative
reputations would drag his reputation down as well. Sweet Mask is very narcissistic about "beauty
overwhelming the power", as he said about his philosophy that "heroes have to be beautiful as well". The
following section contains Webcomic spoilers. You have been warned, manga-only readers. However, after
witnessing the defeat of Garou by Saitama , his viewpoint changes and becomes more focused on the
overwhelming power of the individual than beauty alone. He claims that he is stronger than Atomic Samurai
and is even confident enough in his abilities to stand up to other S-Class heroes, such as Flashy Flash. He
chooses not to advance so as not to allow weaklings to rank up. However, Fubuki changes her mind after
witnessing Saitama defeat Garou and going toe-to-toe with Tatsumaki. He appears to be extremely fast as he
was able to kill a group of captured alien invaders, apparently slicing them through with his bare hand in a
flash; with none of the nearby S-Class heroes being fast enough to stop him. More remarkably, he managed to
fight off several of clones of Black Sperm , a Dragon level monster. He quickly and effortlessly defeats
Suppon, breaking both his legs with one kick and smashing his head with a one-inch punch. He was able to lift
a boulder much larger than he is with ease, as well as throwing it with great force. Possibly due to his
abnormal body, Sweet Mask seemed to feel no pain upon being pierced through the chest by Evil Natural
Water, and resumed fighting normally. Through unknown means, Sweet Mask was somehow able to reattach
his severed arm in his battle against the Monster Association. According to himself, he was able to reattach it,
as it was "a clean cut. This is first seen in his battle against Garou in the webcomic. Sweet Mask defeats his
opponents with swift movements and powerful blows, which makes him an extremely impressive fighter.
Despite being unable to fight back, he took no notable damage against Fuhrer Ugly , a Disaster Level Dragon
monster. It is unknown if this was due to his willpower or not.
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Comments 83 The Indian actors, the brightest of them, are popular far beyond the borders of their country.
They are special, unique, you not to meet such masters in the film industry of other states. The main line of
their originality is fine ability to combine in the work talent drama, comedy, musical. All popular actors of
Bollywood are able to sing and dance, during performance of creative numbers they are direct, very sincerely.
They can express character of the heroes not only in words, behavior, acts, but even in a mimicry, in a look, in
a smile or in turning of the head. It is pleasant to look at these masters, their playing always causes pleasant
emotions. The Indian actors differ from other stars not only externally, and also by a playing manner: The
viewer who got used to serious faces of the European or American artists is very much imposed by
emotionally of actors from India. Any emotions are reflected in their face, emotions fill all movie. And in
combination with naive and a little fantastic plot of the Indian melodramas or fighters, such emotionally of a
mimicry looks harmoniously and it gives pleasure. But do not think that Indian actors are gaining popularity
and importance in the field of film industry only thanks to the bright appearance and musical, dancing
abilities. And for talent they are so loved by the audience on all continents. Many Bollywood actors are in
family relations, in it some feature, specifics of a film world of India. To become known and demanded, they
need to show talent, skill and persistence. Work of the actor has to be bright, expressive, memorable. Favorite
Indian actors cope with such task at the high professional level. The same stars create interesting images both
in comedy, and in melodramatic pictures, and in fighters. In Bollywood removed a large number of artists,
charismatic and passionate man, charming and gentle women. Constantly there are new faces, young, talented.
But nevertheless, many Indian actors for years confidently held in the ranking of the most popular. The love
and support of the audience, constant shootings do their life filled and interesting. I present to you my rating of
the most handsome, in my opinion, Bollywood actors. Famous for his dancing, he was awarded Lifetime
achievement award at the Zee Cine Awards, for working over 50 years in Bollywood. Aamir Khan 14 March
is an Indian film actor, director, and producer who has established himself as one of the leading actors of
Hindi cinema commonly referred to as "Bollywood". He first gained popularity in the early s as the "angry
young man" of Hindi cinema, and has since appeared in over Indian films in a career spanning more than four
decades. Bachchan is widely regarded as one of the greatest and most influential actors in the history of Indian
cinema. Bachchan went on to become the second and last superstar of Bollywood. No actor has seen the
superstardom which was enjoyed by Rajesh Khanna and Bachchan. Mithun Chakraborty born as Gouranga
Chakraborty on June 16, is an Indian film actor, social, and entrepreneur, who has won three National Film
Awards. He made his acting debut with the arthouse drama Mrigayaa , for which he won his first National
Film Award for Best Actor. Chakraborty is regarded as one of the greatest and most influential actors in the
history of Indian cinema. Ranbir Kapoor born 28 September is an Indian actor who appears in Bollywood
films. Salesman of the Year in These performances earned him the Filmfare Critics Award for Best Actor,
and he was later recognized for his role as an aspiring politician in the political thriller Raajneeti In , Kapoor
received his first Filmfare Award for Best Actor for his performance in the Imtiaz Ali-directed drama
Rockstar, and his second award for his portrayal of a deaf-mute man in Barfi! Having done so, Kapoor has
established himself as one of the leading contemporary actors of Hindi cinema. Shahid Kapoor 25 February is
an Indian actor who appears in Bollywood films. He is also a trained dancer. Following through with films
like Fida and Shikhar , he had his first major commercial success with Sooraj R. Emraan Hashmi born 24
March is an Indian film actor who appears in Hindi language films. Hashmi subsequently appeared in several
commercially successful films, mostly under the production of Vishesh Films. The critics, however, labelled
him as a "one note actor" and criticized his repetitive roles. These characters also earned him the "serial
kisser" title. He has established himself has a leading contemporary actor of Hindi cinema. He is the son of
actress Anjana Mumtaz.. Arjun Rampal born 26 November , is an Indian film actor, producer, model and a
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television host. He works for Bollywood movies. He made his acting debut in Pyaar Ishq Aur Mohabbat The
film was not a success but Rampal was appreciated for his performance and received several awards for his
work in the movie including a nomination for the Filmfare Award for Best Male Debut. Akshay Kumar born
Rajiv Hari Om Bhatia on September 9, is an Indian film actor, producer and martial artist who has appeared in
over a hundred Hindi films. He has been nominated for Filmfare Awards several times winning it two times
and more than titles are on his filmography. When he began his acting career in the s, he primarily starred in
action films and was particularly known for his appearances in feature films commonly called the "Khiladi
series". Apart from acting, Kumar has worked as a stunt actor; he has often performed many dangerous stunts
in his films, which has earned him a reputation as the "Indian Jackie Chan". Imran Khan January 13, - an
actor, a nephew of Aamir Khan. John Abraham 17 December is an Indian film actor, producer and former
model. After modeling for numerous advertisements and companies, Abraham made his film debut with Jism ,
which earned him a Filmfare Best Debut Award nomination. This was followed by his first commercial
success, Dhoom He received two Filmfare Award nominations, for his negative roles in Dhoom, and then in
Zinda He later appeared in the major critical success Water In , he produced his first production Vicky Donor
which was a critical and commercial success. He then established his own production house, John Abraham
Entertainment. Hrithik Roshan 10 January is an Indian film actor. Having appeared as a child actor in several
films throughout the s, Roshan made his film debut in a leading role in Kaho Naa Pyaar Hai in He followed it
with leading roles in Fiza and Mission Kashmir both released in and a supporting part in the blockbuster
Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham Anil Kapoor 24 December is an Indian actor and producer who has appeared in
many Bollywood films and more recently international films. Often referred to in the media as "Badshah of
Bollywood", "King Khan", "King of Romance" and "The King of Bollywood", Khan has acted in 75 Hindi
films in genres ranging from romantic dramas to action thrillers. His contributions to the film industry have
garnered him numerous achievements including fourteen Filmfare Awards from thirty nominations. His eight
Filmfare Best Actor Award wins make him the most awarded Bollywood actor of all time in that category,
tied only with Dilip Kumar. In , the Government of India honoured him with the Padma Shri for his
contributions towards Indian cinema. Khan is now regarded as one of the greatest and most influential actors
in the history of Indian cinema.
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Comments 43 The U. Large offices, film sets, mostly concentrated in Hollywood, so sometimes we often
combine American cinema and Hollywood, although this is not entirely true. American cinema is only a part
of Hollywood, which is an independent cinema art house, road movie, trash, creative experiments. Each year
in the United States held the awarding of the prestigious film awards "Oscar", which is awarded to the
American Academy since I present my Top 33 most handsome Hollywood actors. But each of them has
contributed to the Hollywood film industry and the popularization of American cinema in the world. My
choice was based on external data, actors, charisma and brutality, achievements and success in professional
life did not matter. Also you can read the articles: Top of the most beautiful actresses in Hollywood. Fame
came to the actor after the Broadway musical adaptation of "Hairspray," but he became popular after starring
in the movie "High School Musical. He began acting in the late s, playing a role in the TV series "Freaks and
Geeks", as well as starring in several youth films. The following year he starred in three films: In , he starred
in the comedy "Pineapple Express", played a cameo role in the movie "Nights in Rodanthe" and one of the
leads in the biopic "Milk. In he was nominated for "Oscar" for his role in the movie "Half Nelson" In ,
nominated for the "Golden Globe" for his role in the tragic comedy "Lars and the Real Girl" Winner of
"Young Hollywood Awards" in Impossible - Ghost Protocol". Basically actor starred in the U. Retribution",
"Nurse 3D" etc. The actor has starred in such films as "The Princess Diaries 2: The Demon Barber of Fleet
Street. The New Seduction", "Children of the Corn 5: Fields of Terror"; TV series: The Sarah Connor
Chronicles. Laid to Rest 2", etc. Winner of the "Golden Globe" for "12 Monkeys" , four times nominated for
"Oscar". Chris became widely known after the contract with Marvel Studios on the movie "Thor" , "The
Avengers" and "Thor 2" He is known for such television series as "Mutant X" and "Charmed. Battle for
Redemption", etc. Under the Red Hood". His other films Edgar", "Mirror Mirror", a project of
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THE nnmber of Christian biographies continnally issuing from the press, of the class to which that whose title
is above given belongs, is a notable literary featnre of the modem time. Which vital phe- nomenon is a
comment on the state and prospect of Christianity of the clearest significance. But to proceed to the memoir
before ns. Its subject, which one is obliged to say is its principal merit, was the third son of the eighth Earl of
Kintore. He was born in Edinburgh in His descent was illustrious through a long line; one of his ancestors
having been Frederick the Greats famous Marshal Keith, and others of them men of renown in the history of
Scotland. Of his parents, it must suffice to remark that they were worthy of their rank; intellectually and
morally of a noble strain. The Earl, his father, was a man of earnest piety and active benevolence; a liberal
patron of all enterprises of education and religion. The boy who was born to such station, was born also to
wealth; a circumstance to be noted as not usual in the case of those who win the kind of honors he did. How
rich he was we are not told; but all through his life he seems to have had plenty of money. He used a good deal
of it in one way and another. His education in its early stages was conducted after the accustomed manner in
noble families. His nurse,half nurse and half governessin his childhood, was, judging by her con- tribution to
the biography, a person of considerable culture. The tutor under whose hand he next passed was a member of
the household, and in the discharge of his office accompanied the family on their occasional tours and seasons
of residence abroad. At the age of thirteen he was sent to the Old Harrow School in England where he
remained four years, till within a few months of his entering Cambridge University in Physically he was a
superb specimen of manhood. In his maturity he was six feet three inches in height, but of such symmetry of
build that he did not seem so tall; sturdy, alert, very strong, full of animal life and spirit as he could hold, a
really magnificent fellow, a strikingly impressive figure seen anywhere. He was one of the foremost athletes
of his time, at school and at the University. His exploits on the bicycle especially made him a public character,
before he was well through his For some time he held the first place among the amateur bicyclists of Great
Britain. He rode a great number of races, and won abundance of prizes; on one occasion, in a long close
contest beating the national professional champion. He once rode from Lands End to John OGroats House
mileswithin thirteen consecutive days, an average of over seventy-six miles a day, counting in nearly two days
lost by weather. For ten successive years he was elected president of the London Bicycle Club; and all his life
was in much request as judge in bicycle tournaments and in like capacities. Fond, however, as he was of
athletics, he did not at any time make it other than a strictly subordinate interest. In one of his letters he thus
states the view on which he justified him- self in that considerable degree of attention he devoted to it. If he
says we exercised and trained our bodies more than we do, there would be less illness, bad temper,
nervonsness, and self-indulgence; more vigor and simplicity of life. Of course, you can have too much of it;
but the tendency, in most cases, is to indulge the body, and not exercise it enough; and athletic contests are an
excellent means of inducing young people to deny themselves in this respect. In addition to his physical
advantages, nature also endowed Keith-Falconer with a generous temper and disposition to match; which were
expressed in a genial smile, a brave, breezy, hearty voice, and most winning manners. He was a thoroughly
companionable person. The spirit in him was sociable and sympathetic by his make. Though of gentle blood
he had a native faculty for getting along side his neighbor whoever he might be. He made great friends, for
instance, with that pro- fessional bicyclist whom he vanquished, who was a man not at all of his grade. These
things in him it is interesting to note, in the light of his origin, but especially of other traits and qualities of his,
yet to be remarked, in which his substance as a man consisted. His intellectual gifts were the counterpart of his
physical and social. He was not, indeed, a genius. His mind was not of the creative order. But it was in the
highest degree acquisitive, sound, robust, tenacious, critical: And through his entire life he is to be seen ap A
illodern Saint. He was ever one of the hardest working young men in Great Britain, this earls son. The story of
his achievements and successes in scholarship is qnite too long to rehearse. At Harrow he rose to the head of
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the school; and at Cambridge his career was brilliant in the extreme. Many prizes as he took as a bicyclist, he
took a good many more, in those same years, in academic competitions: Yet in all his letters there is no sign
that he was ever ambitious for honors on their own account; but much to sug- gest that in themselves he little
cared for them. He was vastly interested in his work for its own sake. He was an allround man ; good at
everything he tried ; and in his accomplishments a sort of Admirable Crichton. To vent his eager and
overflowing energy, he was wont to take up outside his regular tasks, now this and now that by-occupation or
hobby; and whatever he did in that way he did thoroughly. For example, he became immensely interested in
the new Tonic Sol-fa system of musical notation, and so mastered it that about the time he entered the
University he was awarded two honor- ary certificates of proficiency by the principal academy in London
where it is taught. He also, while yet a lad became remarkably skilled in phonography, and ultimately an
expert on the subject,a recognized expert. The article on Short hand in the last edition of the Encyclopedia
Britannica,an exhaustive essay, historical and bibliographical,is from his pen. Hensley, in whose house he
lived and with whom he studied mathemathics in the interval between his leaving Harrow and his
matriculation at Cambridge,he was then seventeen,says of him at that time, that he would rise at seven to take
lessons in the Tonic Sol-fa system, or at other times might be heard singing to himself as he lay in bed at the
same early hour. In short, he was always doing something. If he had but a quarter of an hour before work time,
he would be busy with his short hand, or would spring on his bicycle and dash round the town, and be home
again at the appointed hour. There, he felt, lay his best aptitude; and there his taste led him. Already, before
taking his degree, he had won examination honors in the first two, and remaining at the University after his
graduation, he threw himself with characteristic ardor into work in that field. As an instance of his facility it is
related that once having indispensable use for the contents of a book in Dutch, with which neither he nor any
one at hand was acquainted, he procured a Dutch grammar and went to work at it and in three weeks could
read the book. Before long he was marked by the learned society of the place, which was observant of him as a
man of whom the greatest things might be expected. He was appointed by the University an examiner for the
Hebrew scholarships, the honors of which he had him- self lately carried off; and presently a lectnrer or
instructor in Hebrew. He taught, as he did everything else, with all his heart and with conspicuous success. He
took just as much pains, says one of his associates, in teaching the stupidest man as the cleverest. He assmned
a large amount of extra work in the private tutoring of his backward stndents, ref using, however, the ordinary
fee for such service,except in one case; and then he sent the money as a contribution to a hospital, half in his
own name and half in the name of the student from whom he received it. Of course, being pecuniarily
independ- ent, he could afford this; bnt it shows his spirit. He was generosity itself. Later still he was offered
and accepted the distinguished and ancient chair of Lord Almoners Professor of Arabic in the University of
Cambridge, an appointment which was a good deal of the nature of a decoration since the duty involved was
confined to the delivery of one or two annual lectures. In the year , at the age of twenty-nine, he published, as
what may be called the first-fruits of his scholarship his volume, Kalilak and Dimnali, otherwise known as the
Fables oJ Bidpai, a translation from the Syriac, with an elaborate introduction and copious critical notes, of
one of the great Indian classics, a part of the original Buddhist literature and A 3liodern Saint. Which piece of
work all competent judges united in pronouncing an extra- ordinary performance of its kind, displaying not
only pro- digious labor, but a marvellous erudition, and a science of the highest order. The German Professor
XoUdeke, the most eminent authority in the world in that department, closed his review of the book with
saying, We will look forward with hope to meet the young Orientalist who has so early stepped forward as a
master, many a time yet; and not only in the region of the Syriac. Our earls son is evidently very much of a
man in his brains; and has acquitted himself royally. But the Arabic was his fascination. It is appallingly hard,
he wrote when he was first getting into it. But he conquered it. When he had used all the help Cambridge
could afford him, to perfect himself he went to Leipsic where a more advanced instruction was to be had, and
passed months there toiling like a slave. And he did perfect himself, i. But it is classical, literary Arabic that he
has acquired; and now nothing will do but that he must know modern colloquial Arabic. So down he goes to
Egypt and passes yet other months there though owing to unforseen circumstances of obstruction finding less
opportunity to his desire than he had hopeddoing some- thing to put that finish on his accomplishment. It can
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be nothing less than true to say that in the year , five years after he took his degree, and when he was thirty
years of age, there was hardly a young man in Great Britain they were very few at any ratewho held a position
by virtue of intellectual capacity and achievement, of more shining eminence than did Keith-Falconer; or
whose promise for the future, in the ranks of learning, was so bright. But this splendid fellow, it tnrns out has
not yet decided what he will do. He knows what his general purpose in life is; he is going to do something
with his acquisitions; but pre At last, how- ever, it is time to answer it. It looks as if scholarship had the best
chance, and considerable title, to be made his calling, but he has never committed himself for good and all to
that service. And now in order to appreciate the shape in which the mat- ter of his life work is before him, as
well as his solution of it, it is necessary to inquire again what kind of a man he is; what his underlying
thoughts are; his ideas on the subject of what life is for; his conception of its most eligible uses and rewards.
Going, then, back to Harrow, we find that he arrived there at the age of thirteen,a boy, but a big boy,already
fixed in principles of Christian uprightness. His manliness in that direction developed early. One of the
masters of the school, Mr. Arthur Watson, says of him: He was one of those boys Always high principled and
religious, he never disguised his views It was refreshing to meet with one who was by no means disposed to
swim necessarily with the stream; and who, though in no wise self-engrossed or unsociable, would not flinch a
moment from saying or doing what he believed to be right at the risk of incurring unpopularity, or being
charged with eccentricity. Not that he was anything of a prig or a Phari- see; far from it. He was an earnest,
simple-hearted, devout Christian boy. A school-fellow of his named Russell, who has since been member of
Parliament, and whose testimony is of special value as indicating what the other boys thought of him, having
said of him that his moral standard in speech and action was the highest, adds this in particular, which is
worthy of special note: He took an earnest, and, as he rose in school, an authoritative, part against those forms
of evil communications which are always present in a greater or less degree in every assemblage of boys.
What could one wish better for a boy than that he should make it possible for the companions of his school
days to bear that witness of him? It may be recalied here, as betokening the interest, and the sort of interest, he
retained in his old school, that one of his many benefactions while he was in the University, was the
foundation at Harrow of two liberal prizes called, after his A illodern Saint. As the boy was, so was the youth,
and so was the man. His Christian character went to Cambridge with him and was there
maintained,maintained and deepened. He grew ever more earnestly religious as he grew older. If any man in
the Uni- versity was exposed to the temptations that come in the social way, he was, with his rank and his
wealth and his good-fellow- ship. But he lived a clean Christian life there, and had a splendid time, and hosts
of friends, every one of whom re- spected him wholly. But this is not the complete account of him as a
Christian in those years. That same schoolmate Russell says of him at Har- row, that his religion was not
self-contained, personal and pas- sive.
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I tried to do what is right, but that book is wrong. Being a hero is not about compassion and having
forgiveness. Doing whatever it takes to defeat your enemies. Gaston is based on the character of the same
name, and is an allusion to the Rose from the Disney film Beauty and the Beast. Gaston is formally polite, but
upon noticing Belle is unhappy with the set-up, he apologizes and even offers to leave to ease her discomfort.
Hearing a beast nearby, Gaston goes to track it down, and Belle follows, finding him near a pit where a young
ogre has fallen in. During this, she tells him about her mother instilling her love for books, and then lends him
her favorite one, Her Handsome Hero, a tale of compassion and forgiveness. When he tries to kiss her, she is
momentarily fazed before directing his attention to the antiquities book, which states the mirror of souls can
prove if a person has evil in his or her heart. In her absence, Gaston tortures the ogre, believing the creature is
inherently evil. The ogre attacks him and escapes, and when Belle finds him, he leaves out any mention of
how he harmed the ogre. Maurice then deems the ogre dangerous and leaves with Gaston to hunt it down.
Once the ogre is cornered, Gaston prepares to shoot it, and Belle stops him by making the arrow pierce the
mirror. Belle allows the ogre to leave, but afterwards, news spreads of the ogres breaching the eastern region.
With Maurice, Belle and several knights, Gaston stays in the war council room, awaiting a response from
Rumplestiltskin. They fear for the worst after hearing loud pounding at the door, but it turns out to be the Dark
One. Rumplestiltskin promises to help Maurice if Belle becomes his maid forever. Gaston objects out of worry
over her safety, as does Maurice, but Belle consents in order to save the kingdom from the ogres. In his locker,
he has the book Belle once gave him, which only reminds him of the choice he made that led to his own death.
Despite trying to throw out the book several times, it always returns to him. Hades gives Gaston a chance at
revenge by shooting Mr. Gold with arrows that has been dipped in the river of lost souls. In doing so, Gaston
can kill his most hated enemy and trap him in the river forever. Outside the pawnshop, Gaston looses an arrow
on Mr. Gold, but it misses him. Belle is shocked to see Gaston, who shoots another arrow at Mr. Gold catches
it in his hand, noticing what the arrow contains. Before another arrow can hit him, Mr. Gold teleports himself
and Belle away. Gold tries to persuade Belle into letting him to use enough dark magic to take care of Gaston,
but Belle wants to help Gaston with his unfinished business. She is invested in this because, as Hook told her,
when his brother Liam moved on, Hades seemingly became weaker. Hades offers to tear up the baby contract
if Belle allows Gaston and Mr. Gold to fight and for one of them to push the other into the river, but she
refuses. At the pawnshop, she sets up a dummy of Mr. Gold to see if Gaston will actually kill him. Gaston
falls for the trap and becomes upset at the deception, while Belle suggests his unfinished business might be her
since he still has the book. He angrily recounts the fatal decision he made prior to his death and how the book
is a reminder of that. Gold attempts to throw Gaston into the river, after Belle tells him about the deal Hades
offered. Belle seizes the dagger to force him to stop, but then, Gaston tries to shoot Mr. Gold again, only for a
panicked Belle to push him into the river.
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The Underworld events take place after "Our Decay". As the two take a stroll in the woods they are
interrupted by a noise and Gaston senses that it came from large animal. They find a young ogre in a pit trap
and Gaston vows that he will bring the creature back to her father. However, Belle believes the ogre does not
mean any harm and wants to find another so that does not involve killing it. Gaston agrees to go along with
her idea. She wishes to use the mirror on the ogre to see if he means the kingdom any harm. Belle also shows
Gaston a book titled "Her Handsome Hero" which she says defines how a hero is supposed to act, with
compassion. They nearly kiss, but Belle turns him down. Belle leaves to fetch the mirror and Gaston agrees to
watch over the ogre. Later, Belle tells her father about trapped ogre. When they arrive at the pit, Gaston is
injured and claims the ogre had escaped and waited to attack him. Gaston suddenly sees the ogre and shoots at
the creature with arrow from the tree. Gaston is ready to kill the ogre but Belle argues with him, believing
there is a misunderstanding. During the argument Gaston breaks the mirror. That, combined with several fresh
wounds on the ogre, reveals that Gaston had tortured the ogre in order to provoke the creature so they would
have reason to kill it. Belle lets the ogre escape. Gaston arrives and proposes to Belle, and Belle reluctantly
agrees, as she believes it is the only way to save the kingdom. In the Underworld[ edit ] Emma wakes up from
a nightmare. Hook sense something is wrong and a tornado appears. The three seek shelter behind a large
crypt and Hook senses there is a large creature nearby. Snow attempts to face the creature and is taken away
and presumably killed which wakes Emma. Emma tells Hook about the dream wondering if they are visions of
the future. Emma and Regina use their magic to open the door as they break the code and the door opens
revealing a brick wall, their efforts proving futile. Emma outlines some of the details of the dream believing
that she can erase their names from the tombstones to all everyone to leave the underworld. Hades is standing
there to see Zelena when he notices a daisy growing in the broken road. Regina decides to talk to Zelena, who
knows more about Hades rather than the others. When Regina visits Zelena, she realizes that her and Hades
are in love. At the underworld cemetery, Emma attempts to cast the spell from her dream, but suddenly starts
believing the nightmare is coming true when the same storm appears. Snow White tells Emma that love is
worth it. Meanwhile, Belle issues an ultimatum to Gold, saying that this time she should take charge of things
her in order to protect her child. Moments after Hades picked up the flower, which have suddenly started
growing in the Underworld because the outsiders have bought hope, enlist Gaston, who was working at
Storybrooke Pet Shelter. Hades wanted Gaston to take down everyone, startling with Gold, and handed Gaston
a set of lethal arrows, which were forged in the River of Lost Souls Acheron. When Gold and Belle attempt to
look up a spell, they leave arguing over his use of Dark Magic, when they are met by an arrow fired by
Gaston. Gold catches the next one, even as Belle tries to mediate. Gaston tells Belle that Gold as
Rumplestiltskin was responsible for his death, as he aims another arrow, but just as he fires, Gold uses magic
to relocat him and Belle to the docks. Belle is shocked to learn about how Gaston died, even as Gold was
ready to use Dark Magic to defeat Gaston, but Belle refuses, believing that her goal to help Gaston move on
would be solve the conflict and weaken Hades. Let Gaston and Rumple fight to the death. When Gaston
arrived to the Pawn Shop, he aims at what he thought was Gold but discovers a mannequin instead. He is then
confronted by Belle, who now knows he was willing to kill Rumple and believed he still had feelings for her,
only to learn that the book was punishment and a constant reminder of why he died. At the docks, Gold uses
magic to choke Gaston by the throat, ready to send him to the River of Lost Souls, when Belle pulls the dagger
and commands him not to hurt Gaston, and he drops Gaston on the ground. However, Gaston is unable to let
his vendetta against Gold go, and when he goes for his arrow, Belle accidentally knockes Gaston out into the
River of Lost Souls. Unfortunately, Belle discovers that because she saved Gold but interfered, Hades arrives
to tell the couple that the contract allowing him to take their baby was still in effect, as Belle was the one who
knocked Gaston into the Acheron, not Gold. He then looks at a withering daisy flower that he picks up, as a
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sign of hope fading away. Finally, Emma, Regina, Hook, and Snow chase down the beast in the woods that
Emma believes to be the same one from the dream, and uses her magic to stop it. Snow tells Emma that her
dream was actually a vision pointing them to Ruby.
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Shoto originally had a cold, aloof personality which stemmed from his abusive upbringing. Focused and
unemotional, Shoto preferred to keep to himself instead of hanging out with other people. After the events of
the U. Sports Festival , however, Shoto has become noticeably more sociable, even gaining a sense of humor
and occasionally smiling, although still retaining a distant attitude for the most part. Despite his usual reserved
demeanor, Shoto did initially possess a mild level of arrogance, which, combined with his solitary tendencies,
sometimes made him take the initiative without considering the opinions of others, as he was confident that he
could take on any obstacles with his own strength. He used to be much more unfriendly as well, to the point of
causing someone to resent him. Shoto is quite seasoned in battle, being able to stay calm and composed even
while fighting real villains. Though brutal in combat, Shoto is well-grounded on the ethics of heroism, only
wishing to subdue his frozen opponents as opposed to killing them by prolonging their frozen states. Shoto
appears to draw his heroic values from All Might , which is a trait he shares in common with Izuku Midoriya
and Katsuki Bakugo. Shoto infuriated with Endeavor. As such, Shoto decided to rely solely on his ice power
and never use the other half of his Quirk in battles, going so far as to cover his left torso and arm with ice in
his first Hero Costume to symbolize his rebellion against his father. His flames would be used only to undo his
freezing moves. During his match with Izuku Midoriya in the U. After the battle, Shoto had mixed feelings
about using his left side, but after reconciling with his mother, Shoto eventually came to terms with the half he
once hated. Despite being scarred by her when he was a young kid, Shoto showcases no hard feelings towards
his mother, visiting her often ever since the end of the Sports Festival. Having been denied a normal childhood
so that his father could train him to realize his own selfish ambitions, Shoto still holds various psychological
scars, which tend to emerge back into his mind when others compare him to Endeavor. With Endeavor now
attempting to improve his relationship with his family, Shoto has taken a cautious, yet hopeful approach to this
development. Abilities Shoto effortlessly defeating villains at the U. Shoto has been established as the
strongest student in Class 1-A. Even after defeating him in the Sports Festival, Katsuki Bakugo seems to
acknowledge that Todoroki should have won the fight had he used his full power. After coming to terms with
using his firepower, Shoto was strong enough to hold his ground against the Hero Killer Stain , a powerful
villain who had bested various Pro-Heroes. Shoto is fast, agile and has quick reflexes. He was able to keep
first place during the majority of the Obstacle Race during the sports festival thanks to his own athletic ability.
He was also able to create ice walls within a split second in order to prevent himself from getting thrown out
of the ring during his battles with Izuku and Katsuki. Shoto has proven to be very intelligent. He realized the
villains attacking had some kind of agenda and interrogated some of them to get answers. This shows he is
very skilled in his academics. The appendages on his right side can drastically lower temperatures of anything
they touch, enough so to create large waves of ice. The limbs on his left side generate heat and allow Shoto to
create and shoot streams of fire. Until taken to his bodily limit, neither has any visible effect on his body.
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Hero Costume: Shoto's second Hero Costume is designed to optimize the use of both his fire and ice sides in combat. It
is designed to diminish the drawbacks of Shoto's Quirk as much as possible by regulating his body temperature.
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